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Recent events have made it clear that there are some serious misunderstandings
about methodology and interpretation of field studies involving actual crime witnesses
that compare lineups conducted in one manner versus another manner. This brief report
concerns one aspect that I believe to be the most central of these misunderstandings,
namely, the interpretation of “filler” identifications.
I am going to state the conclusion from the outset and then explain the foundation
for this conclusion. The conclusion is that the use of “filler identification rates” in field
experiments with actual eyewitnesses is not an appropriate measure when
comparing a double-blind procedure to a procedure that is not double-blind.
On the Proper and Improper Use of Filler Identification Rates in Field Experiments
Unlike lab-based experiments, in which the witnessed event is created by the
researchers, we cannot be certain whether an identification of the suspect is the actual
perpetrator in actual cases. A suspect is simply the person who is suspected of being the
perpetrator. The DNA exoneration cases are examples of eyewitnesses identifying the
suspect, but the identification was mistaken. On the other hand, when an eyewitness
selects a “filler” we know that the identification was mistaken, even in actual cases. This
is because a filler is a “known innocent” member of the lineup who was placed in the
lineup simply to “fill out” the required number of lineup members.
The potentially-great aspect of filler identifications is that they can be counted as
mistakes in actual cases. In other words, although we do not know whether the suspect
was the culprit, we know that none of the fillers were the culprit, so filler identifications
can tell us something about rates of error by eyewitnesses in actual cases. Under the right
conditions, therefore, one can use filler identifications as a “proxy” (substitute) measure
for the risk that innocent suspects have in lineups in actual cases. Hence, rates of filler
identification can be useful for assessing how well some lineup procedure is working in
actual lineups.
The problem is that filler identifications are not always appropriate proxy
measures. Instead, filler identifications are “conditional proxy measures.” A conditional
proxy measure is one that can work well as a substitute measure under some conditions
but not under other conditions.
To illustrate the conditional aspect of filler identifications as proxy measures, I
will begin with obvious, blatant examples of conditions in which filler identification rates
are misleading. Suppose we were conducting a field experiment with actual eyewitnesses
to crime and we were comparing two lineup procedures to find out which one produces
the fewest filler identifications and the most identifications of suspects. In procedure A,
the lineup administrator tells the eyewitness ahead of time which members of the lineup
are fillers and which one is the suspect and in procedure B this information is not leaked
to the eyewitness. Not surprisingly, procedure A will yield a lower filler identification
rate (presumably zero) and more identifications of the suspect than will procedure B.
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Clearly, this should not lead us to prefer Procedure A or to think that Procedure A is the
best procedure. Under these conditions, filler identification rates are misleading as a
proxy measure.
Consider another example of a condition in which filler identification rates are
misleading. Suppose we were comparing one method of building a lineup to another. In
one method, all the people selected to serve the role of fillers fit the verbal description
that the eyewitness had given of the culprit (commonly called a fair lineup). In the other
condition, however, none of the fillers fit the description (commonly called a biased
lineup). Here, we would expect that the rate of filler identifications would be higher with
the fair lineup than with the biased lineup. Clearly, filler identification rates are not only a
poor proxy under these conditions, but in fact a grossly misleading proxy that would lead
to precisely the wrong conclusion.
These two examples are used to illustrate the fact that filler identification rates are
not good proxy measures for field studies under some conditions. But, these examples are
overly obvious and at some level absurd. Could one realistically expect this type of
problem in actual field studies? Yes. In fact, this problem is present in any field study
that compares double-blind lineup procedures to lineup procedures that are not
double-blind.
A double-blind lineup procedure is one in which the lineup administrator does not
know which person is the suspect and which are merely fillers. Originally proposed in
19881, the double-blind lineup procedure contrasts sharply with the standard practice of
having the case detective administer his/her own lineup. Using the standard (not doubleblind) procedure, the lineup administrator is profoundly aware of which lineup members
are merely fillers and which one is the suspected person. Decades of scientific studies
conducted both inside and outside the lab have shown that the expectations of testers
influence the people being tested in ways that conform to the testers’ expectations2. With
lineup tests, we would expect non-blind administration to exert its influence by reducing
the chances that the eyewitness will select a filler and increasing the chances that the
eyewitness will choose the suspect. Such influences from the lineup administrator are
totally inappropriate because the question being asked is that the eyewitness knows based
on his or her independent memory. Any ways in which the lineup administrator might
inhibit filler choices or enhance suspect choices is a contamination of the evidence.
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It is difficult to capture all of the dynamics of how detectives administering their
own lineups might influence eyewitnesses, but controlled lab studies have in fact found
evidence that non-blind administration of lineups leads eyewitnesses to select someone
who the lineup administrator was led to believe (falsely) is the culprit3. Furthermore,
what the lineup administrator is led to believe (about which person is the suspect and
which are fillers) affects the confidence (certainty) that the eyewitness expresses in
his/her identification decision4. Specifically, if the eyewitness selects someone who the
lineup administrator was led to believe was merely a filler, the eyewitness will express
lower certainty than if the eyewitness selects that same person but the lineup
administrator was led to believe that the person was the culprit. Indeed, “feedback” from
the lineup administrator regarding whether the witness picked a filler or a suspect has a
profound effect on how certain the eyewitness claims to have been when s/he made the
pick5, a phenomenon that has been documented to occur in actual cases6.
The problem gets worse. When lineups are not administered using a double-blind
procedure, the lineup administrator will often fail to record filler identifications at all7,
instead simply indicating that the witness did not identify the suspect. Had the lineups
been conducted using the double-blind procedure, the lineup administrator would have
had to record all identifications because she or he could not be sure at the time which was
the suspect and which were fillers. Furthermore, lineup administrators have some
discretion in making a determination as to whether the eyewitness was certain enough to
count the choice as an identification or not. For example, if the eyewitness says “number
three is … well it looks like number three,” one could either say that the eyewitness
identified number three or that the eyewitness made no actual identification. Although it
might be acceptable to let lineup administrators have such discretion, it is not appropriate
to let lineup administrators use such discretion when they know whether number three
was merely a filler versus number three was their suspect in the case.
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Conclusion
Under the right set of conditions, filler identification rates in field experiments
can be considered to be reasonable proxy measures of the risk of mistaken identification
for an innocent suspect. However, filler identification rates (and suspect identification
rates) can never be considered reasonable proxy measures for field experiments if the
administration of the lineups does not follow a double-blind procedure. Consequently,
field studies that compare or confound double-blind lineup procedure with lineup
procedures that are not double-blind cannot use filler identification rates as a meaningful
estimate of eyewitness mistakes. The best solution is to conduct field experiments using
only double-blind procedures for all conditions.
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